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During 1944’s American presidential contest the nation’s top military leader took an
unprecedented and constitutionally dangerous step. In September 1944 he secretly interfered
in the campaign. His intrusion didn’t remain a secret for very long, however. Shortly after
World War II General George C. Marshall’s action became public knowledge with emotional
tales appearing about his sending a special emissary to Thomas E. Dewey, the Governor of
New York and the Republican Party’s candidate, with a letter meant to persuade Dewey from
mentioning something that might well have led to the defeat of the Democrat’s Franklin D.
Roosevelt in his run for a fourth term as president. Colonel Carter Clarke, Marshall’s envoy,
had been ordered to deliver a message intended to convince Dewey to remain silent about the
United States and England’s ability to read Japan’s coded diplomatic messages long before the
1941 attack on Pearl Harbor--and about other Allied codebreaking efforts after the United
States entered World War II.
The story of Marshall’s letter and Clarke’s visit and their repercussions has been told and
retold. As early as 1945 major popular magazines, such as Time and Life, ran features on the
penetration of Japan’s diplomatic codes and the surprise attack at Pearl Harbor and on the
related Marshall-Dewey affair. The stories included mentions of the “break-in” and
“ransacking” of the Lisbon, Portugal offices of Japan’s military attaché, actions that
supposedly led to a grave year-long crypto black-out for the Allies beginning in summer
1943.1 Interest in Pearl Harbor and related Magic Japanese codebreaking frequently
resurfaced, with the many succeeding accounts of the related Marshall-Dewey affair varying
depending on whether or not an author believed that Roosevelt had ignored a clear warning of
the Hawaiian December 7th attack in Japan’s 1941 messages in order to force America’s entry
into World War II.2
Disputes over Roosevelt’s role in the Pearl Harbor disaster continued on. After years of
gossip about conquering the high level Japanese diplomatic (Purple/JAA) traffic, the oncesecret codebreaking efforts became public facts when the many classified wartime inquiries
into the Pearl Harbor disaster were followed by congressional hearings in 1945. Testimony
and analyses concerning diplomatic codes were published in the government’s volumes, as
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well as in many popular magazines and newspapers. Those publications whetted the public’s
appetite for more about the penetration of Japan’s code systems. There were demands to turn
hints about the breaking of Japan’s naval codes into details.
The rumors about the penetration of the naval systems first appeared in a June 1942
newspaper article on the critical Battle of Midway. To the American government that article
had seemed an irresponsible endangerment of the war effort, one motivated by anti-Roosevelt
politics. The newspaper and its publisher were brought to trial. That action against the
Chicago Tribune left political scars and intensified postwar demands for information about the
attacks against all Japanese communications. Yet, despite those demands, and the disclosures
about the main Japanese diplomatic system, the history of the British and American work on
naval and most other Japanese targets remained in the realm of speculation.
Significant, although mentioned during the postwar hearings that were aimed at fixing
responsibility for the Pearl Harbor tragedy, the story of the Allies’ battle against Japan’s
Military Attaché (JMA/JAS) code, one central to evaluating the Marshall-Dewey exchange of
1944, continued to be protected behind a wall of secrecy. That was unfortunate because
JMA’s history is also essential to understanding the deep frictions between America’s military
and the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the United States’ new World War II spy agency.
However, information about JMA began to emerge after the 1990s when masses of
National Security Agency documents were released. At the same time, in addition to the new
details about JMA’s technical and operational lives, more information became available about
another of the critical elements of the Marshall-Dewey affair: America’s wartime intelligence
efforts in Portugal.
New releases from Central Intelligence Agency-OSS files on Portugal’s undercover
world add more twists to the histories of General Marshall’s September 1944 interaction with
Thomas E. Dewey and the OSS’ travails during and after World War II.
Back-story, Lisbon
The background of the Marshall-Dewey exchange begins in 1942 in Lisbon, Portugal. Lisbon
was a neutral country, a last port of exit for frantic refugees fleeing Nazi persecution, and a
center for espionage and at least petty crimes.3 Representatives of warring nations rubbed
shoulders in its hotels and bars. They, along with exiled royalty, enjoyed the lovely beaches
and casinos at nearby Estoril while their diplomatic offices were targeted by each others’ spies
and burglars.4 Diplomatic buildings were temptations for ham-fisted black-bag-job artists and
every country had a stable of inept informants. To be blunt, Lisbon was so deep into near
comic-opera intrigue that it should have been the home of Rick’s Café; Sydney Greenstreet
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should have run a bed-and-breakfast for the likes of Rocky and Bullwinkle; and, Peter Lorre
should have been conducting brush-up courses in skullduggery for Boris and Natasha.
One reason for Lisbon’s bizarre espionage history was that it was packed with desperate
and conniving people who lacked the social graces and finesse of operatives and immigrants
in other neutral centers such as Berne, Switzerland. Second-string intelligence agents of all
nations (including James Bond’s creator) and informants who worked on-their-own for any
who might pay for their services filled the city. Even aid workers such as those of America’s
Unitarian Service Committee and the Emergency Rescue Committee played the intelligence
game.5
There were some true professionals, however. Germany, Italy, and Japan had their own
operatives in Lisbon, as did the Allies. But no nation had enough skilled intelligence workers
to avoid relying on outsiders. Japan augmented the information gathered by its naval and
military attaches with reports from a host of sources, almost using-up the alphabet for their
cover names. N was an Italian military attaché, S was a Hungarian attaché, M was a
Portuguese lawyer.6 The most important informant for the Japanese was the mysterious and
mistrusted FUJI. British intelligence thought he was an employee in the Hungarian Legation
in Lisbon, but FUJI was probably Waldemar Araujo, an ex-member of the Portuguese foreign
service who had previously worked in Japan and South America before his too-obvious
attachments to Axis intelligence and his high-living led to his ouster from Brazil. One of
Araujo’s subcontractors in Lisbon was a worker in Portugal’s foreign office. Although Araujo
would provide the Japanese with over eighty reports, its intelligence service had early-on
begun suspecting that he was double agent planting false information that might even be used
as cribs (words used as ways into code systems) by the British and American codebreakers.7
In Lisbon, the Allies were also deeply involved with questionable informants, and they
had their own suspicions about them. Even the experienced German and English services had
problems. Both were taken-in by double agents who supplied fictitious and false information.
Two, Garbo and Ivan, became rather famous.8 The British had a very special difficulty—
although they didn’t realize it until years later. Their men in Lisbon seemed to know everyone
and everything, but all of their information was passed to Kim Philby. Philby supervised
England’s intelligence operations in Spain and Portugal while acting as a Soviet asset.9
Although the United States’ effort began well, its Lisbon operation soon had its own
troubles. The American’s first agents were in its military intelligence services, augmented by
some of the State Department’s men. Even the predecessor of the Office of Strategic Services
(OSS), the Office of the Coordinator of Information (COI), began its work in Lisbon with
successes. In February 1942, the COI’s leader William Donovan sent Robert Solborg to
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Lisbon. Solborg was very professional and effective. Using the cover of a military attaché he
recruited informants, sent agents into France and Spain to gather information, began secret
negotiations for an invasion of North Africa, and laid plans for disrupting Portugal’s economy
if Germany invaded.10
Then, Solborg had a falling-out with Donovan over policies concerning a possible North
Africa invasion.11 Solborg was dismissed from the OSS but remained based in Lisbon for the
remainder of the war working as an attaché for military intelligence. Unfortunately, soon after
he had moved to Lisbon he had encountered what he considered amateurish and bungling
competition as Donovan began sending more agents to Spain and Portugal and when the
American’s Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Office of War Information, and the OSS’s
group acquiring foreign publications, the IDC, began their efforts in Lisbon. For a time, there
was even a man from the super-secret POND spy organization in Lisbon. The POND had been
created by the army and state department because of their dislike and distrust of the OSS. 12
The first of the new OSS agents in Portugal was Ray Olivera. Originally an investigator a
for the United States Treasury and its narcotics bureau, by May 1942 he was in Lisbon
working for the customs service fighting narcotics smuggling. But he was also working with
the OSS under the cover name of Raymond Ortega and was soon housed in the United States’
legation listed as a financial attaché. While Solborg was busy with his OSS operations in
France and North Africa, Olivera handled projects in Portugal. Unfortunately, he entangled
himself in some bizarre misadventures including conflicts over a State Department consular’s
sex and gambling scandal and some black market problems.13 Olivera had also caused
frictions within the American intelligence community in Portugal. Partly as a result of that, he
was soon ordered back to the United States. Despite the efforts of the embassy’s famous
George F. Kennan to reconcile the differences between the OSS and the army, navy, FBI and
the State Department’s intelligence groups, he and the other diplomats in Lisbon were never
able to stop the squabbling.14
Francis X. di Lucia, Olivera’s replacement, stayed-on longer, through at least the
beginning of summer of 1943.15 Unfortunately, di Lucia also had a knack for alienating his
intelligence colleagues.16 He was a lawyer turned government employee who had worked for
United States government agencies, including the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, investigating
drug and tax crimes. His assignments had included serving in Italy in operations against the
Mafia during the late 1930s. With the outbreak of war, and with the United States having new
priorities, di Lucia, along with many others in Harry Anslinger’s narcotics bureau, agreed to
join the OSS.17 His previous experiences should have led di Lucia to be discrete and cautious,
but he was not. Like Olivera, he was a good undercover cop but not a diplomat. His first OSS
assignment, in Spain, had been cut-short by the American ambassador’s protests about his
lack of discretion. That did not dampen di Lucia’s ardor or style. As soon as he began his
work in Lisbon he raised the ire of the other American agencies, even British intelligence. He
squandered money, barely concealed his true job, trod on the territories of the other American
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agents in Portugal, and was so poor at spy-craft that all his actions and informants were
closely monitored by Germany’s agents. One report on the “appalling” operations of the OSS
in Portugal claimed that the agency hired so many informants that everyone knew when their
payday was because huge numbers of people in Lisbon had broad smiles on their faces. As
well, according to Britain’s operatives, di Lucia was taken-in by several double agents. One of
them worked in Germany’s military intelligence arm; another was in the Czech secret service.
One German the OSS hired (aka Lima de Fonesco) was almost brought to the United States to
advise its intelligence agencies.18
di Lucia’s most important source was a man with the OSS codename of ‘Z’ who
claimed he had access to the Japan’s offices in Lisbon. It wasn’t long before the OSS worried
that Z, like so many others, might be a double agent. In retrospect, it seems Z may have been
Japan’s FUJI, and yet another of those serving any and all who would pay them.
Back-story, JMA
While the Lisbon spy vs. spy dramas continued the Allies achieved several cryptanalytic
triumphs. First, the United States’ Signal Intelligence Service (an army agency soon to be
renamed and renamed again) continued to read the high-level diplomatic messages sent on
Japan’s complex Purple automatic encryption machine. The Americans first conquered it in
1939 but almost immediately faced another diplomatic code adversary: Purple had a handbased helper code system used to communicate with diplomatic posts that did not have one of
the some ten Purple (also called JAA) devices. That new code, which also used an additive,
was frequently changed and upgraded with so many significant alterations between the late
1930s and 1942 that the Americans gave each version a new name, ranging from J-11 to J-19.
While JAA was automated, J-19 (also known as JAF) was a hand-worked system. It had a
code book and two methods of encoding. One method was a columnar transposition; the other
was an additive system that disguised the code terms with randomly selected numbers in order
to hide the terms’ frequencies. The Allies were reading some of the J-x messages by late 1941
but it wasn’t until early 1942 that they had it under control. But that J-19 version remained a
difficult system. It was so challenging that the Americans built one of their first new ingenious
electric tabulator devices to overcome what had seemed the insurmountable manpower
challenge posed by J-19. That Gee Whizzer was a marvel of its time, automatically testing
possible solutions using a log-weight system on digraphs to see of sensible plain text was
emerging as decodes were examined.19 The Whizzer saved thousands of hours of numbing
hand work.
While the army was battling J-19, the American navy was progressing in its struggles
against Japan’s naval systems and Germany’s Enigma machines. In addition, the army’s
codebreakers were beginning to make advances against Japan’s military and shipping systems
in the Pacific.20 Many of those achievements, especially the American attack on the German’s
Enigma and Japan’s Purple, and the building of the American version of the Bombe device,
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have received deep historical attention. In contrast, the conquests of the systems most related
to 1944’s Marshall-Dewey affair have not had their historical due.
That is especially true of the Japanese Military Attaché (JMA) system. It was a
frustrating combination of one major and several subsidiary codes. The JMA family was used
to communicate between Tokyo and the army attaches stationed around the world. The
various ‘JMs’ carried important information, especially in the messages from Berlin, Moscow
and Helsinki after World War II began. They even contained information on Soviet ciphers
that proved valuable to the American army’s secret efforts that later became the Venona
project. Lou Benson, Venona’s historian, credits the JMA intercepts with starting the agency
on ‘the Russian problem’ in 1943 and providing information on Soviet codes and ciphers
throughout the war.21
The major component of Japan’s military attaché system was called JMA, at times
labeled as JAS by the Americans.22 It first appeared in 1940 and was a formidable challenge.
It seemed very different from any of the previous Japanese codes and was an especially
frustrating target because there was little traffic on it during its first two years. With few
transmissions there is little chance of finding the encoding mistakes that give cryptanalysts
unique opportunities to break into a system.23 Britain’s codebreakers had spotted the precursor
of JMA, the ‘88’ attaché system, during the late 1930s but had few people to devote to its
solution. As a result, England’s codemen were able to identify only a few patterns that yielded
hints about the new (JMA/JAS) code of 1940. Busy with more critical systems, such as those
of Germany’s navy and army, Britain’s codebreakers turned the problem over to the team of
French crypto-experts who had fled to England.24 How soon the Americans paid any attention
to JMA is unknown, but it is certain they did so by 1941 when Britain and the United States
agreed to jointly work on the exasperating target. 25
After JMA became a top military objective Britain’s analysts finally began their own
attack. They started with almost no crypto-ammunition because the French team had
accomplished little. The unique nature of JMA, little traffic on it, and Japan’s frequent
changes to it made it a forbidding adversary. As well, there had been no thefts of code books
such as those that had helped the Americans with Japan’s naval systems, nor were there the
number and kind of publically available texts that had served as cribs for the attack on Purple.
The British made some gains by March 1941, but it took them another year to understand
the general (cryptanalytic) workings of the system. Intense brainwork, months of deadening
calculations, and, most importantly, brilliant cryptologic hunches by crypto-experts like
Britain’s Peter Baldwin and John Tiltman accounted for the progress. Tiltman and Baldwin
were two of those ‘born-to-be’ codebreakers who used what was known about the Japanese
mind-set and its older code systems to achieve major JMA breakthroughs by July 1942. They
had explored the assumption that JMA used a two letter code for kana (Anglicized Japanese)
syllables and for frequently used words and, perhaps, four letter codes for special terms. 26
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Their hours and hours of tabulations suggested that some random letters were added to each
code letter in order to disguise it. 27
But knowledge of the system remained at only the general level. Then, a very poor usage
by a Japanese attaché in Vichy France led to Britain’s truly amazing triumph. It is reported
that the analysts in England were able to exploit a ‘depth’ of only five messages encrypted on
the same settings (keys) to arrive at their insights into JMA’s fundamentals.28 They kept
working throughout 1942, filling in their knowledge of the system and trying to reconstruct
the meaning of the revealed codes.29 The Americans joined-in with the thirty year old Sam
Snyder and the young Frank Lewis heading a team of what soon grew to near one hundred
analysts and translators.30 The Americans also contributed another piece of automation, the
JMA Machine. Its first model began operation in 1943. It reduced the amount of debilitating
handwork needed to find the correct settings of one major part of JMA. Soon, the
codebreakers of both nations began exploring the secondary JMA systems.31
Despite mechanization, JMA and its brother codes continued to be daunting challenges
for the Allies and, importantly, for the suffering Japanese clerks who had to encode and
decode messages. Ironically, the many complex safeguards built into JMA had led to the first
major British entries into the system. Because JMA asked too much of code clerks there were
critical errors as they employed shortcuts when preparing messages.32
Encoding JMA messages began with a clerk changing ideographic Japanese into simpler
kana equivalents that sounded-out the original words. Then, the clerk went to a 26 by 26 code
chart, found each secret term and its associated two letter code--or a four letter code for
special terms. That step was difficult as the items in the table were not in alphabetical order, a
feature designed for security.33
After a clerk wrote-out each code term there was a much more demanding and errorprone series of steps designed to mask those terms. He had to go a ‘key book’ hundreds of
pages long that contained over 135,000 randomized letters (not numbers as in other Japanese
systems) and, hopefully, randomly select a starting point---a random starting point in the long
list was needed so that there would be no telling repeats of the keys that set-up the encryption
process for the code letters. Progressing letter-by-letter through the key book, the clerk wrote a
key-letter below each code letter.
After that process was completed, the encoder turned to a version of a stand-by of
codemakers, a Vigenere tableau (a 26 row by 26 column matrix of letters). The clerk used the
key letter as the row indicator and the code letter as the column indicator and substituted the
matrix’s entry for the code letter.
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Much more was demanded of the clerk. He had to keep track of his starting and ending points
in the main key book, using a complex set of letters indicating pages, columns and entries then
go to another table to encrypt them. Those encrypted keys were placed in designated areas of
the message. In addition to that, the clerk has to use yet another table to mask each message’s
serial number. The demands were as onerous for the Japanese clerks receiving the messages.
They had to spend almost as much time decrypting as the sender had spent encrypting. At
least one attaché begged Tokyo to shift to a machine-based system like Purple or the Japanese
Navy’s Coral machine because the hand-based JMA was so labor intensive. Another pleaded
for extra manpower because he was overwhelmed by the JMA work.
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Of course, the Allies faced a much greater challenge than did Japan’s attaches, even after they
understood the fundamental nature of JMA. The British and Americans had to find the keys
for the codes, determine the specifics of the tableau, the keys to the tableau, the keys for the
indicators and the serial numbers—and, then, what the code terms meant. Identifying the
meaning of the codes, called ‘book-breaking’, was a task that depended more on the intuitions
that come from being a born codebreaker than did identifying the several keys.
After uncovering the general features of JMA, the Allied cryptanalysts predicted they
might never have a final solution. From previous experience with Japan’s systems they
anticipated frequent changes to the various tables and, most distressing, the code book. They
were correct. The first alteration came very soon. The Vigenere tableau was changed from a
typical one (straight) to one with random allocation of letters (mixed) in each of the rows. In
reaction, by 1942 the Americans devised the JMA Machine, an apparatus to deal with the
tableau. Using off-the-shelf technologies, it had a paper tape reader with row indicator keys
punched into it, a large IBM tabulating machine plugboard wired to imitate the tableau, an
electric typewriter for entering the code-text key, and another typewriter that printed the
deciphered letters. The device was later upgraded and then replaced by a more sophisticated
version, the MATTHEW.34
Automation could not, however, overcome the main hurdles in the JMA codes. In
addition, the Allies had to continue to struggle against at least three, perhaps five, other
attaché codes at a time: JAR, JAS-1, JAT, and a JAU and JBZ.35 JAR was a one-time pad
system that seemed impenetrable because the ‘additives’ that masked each code letter were
never repeated. JAS-1 was similar to JAS but was used so infrequently that it resisted attack.
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JAT, which was introduced in 1943, was a simpler version of JMA/JAS and was open to
penetration.36 It was used to transmit cryptologic information, including the text of intercepts
of enemy messages. Employing JAT seems to have been a lapse in Japan’s judgment although
it was created to avoid placing cribs in the main JMA messages. The texts JAT carried did
become an important source of cribs for the Allies who used them for access to JMA. In
addition, the Allied successes against Purple and J-19 aided the battle against JMA.37
All the efforts against the various JMA codes were worthwhile. JMAs carried important
information on Axis capabilities and intentions, especially the main JMA system. Although
much of what was sent on the primary JMA was trivial, it yielded some intelligence gems.
William Friedman, the American army’s lead codebreaker, considered it the most important
system besides Purple. 38 From JMA intercepts the Allies learned about Hitler’s Atlantic
defenses, Axis military equipment, and that the America’s diplomatic code systems had been
breached.39
The Allies paid increased attention to the main JMA problem after November 1942 when
they were first able to read some messages, but were soon frustrated when the Japanese began
more rounds of changes to the system. The Allies’ worries deepened after they learned the
Japanese had always planned to alter the main key book every six months and the 26 x 26
conversion square every ten days. Besides the key book and ‘square’ substitutions, changes to
the tableau seem to have been relatively frequent, as were those to the other key books. There
were also different codebooks ready for use.
With each alteration came an intelligence pause.40 By February 1943, there had been six
major versions of JMA and by 1945 there had been ten--with at least four versions of the code
book.41 With the introduction of each change, the Allied codebreakers struggled to find
solutions. Sometimes their battle was relatively brief, such as when just the tableau or one of
the short key books were altered, but when the code or the main key book was changed weeks
went by before even partial message reading became possible. 42
Unfortunately, the recurring changes to JMA and lack of British and American consistent
record-keeping make it difficult to trace the precise history of the successful in-time reading
of JMA.43 The British and Americans understood the code’s cryptanalytic features by summer
1942, but while there are hints the British may have read portions of a message or so that
August,44 the best evidence indicates that messages were not read on any immediate and
regular basis until November 1942. Then, changes to the system led to a blackout until
January 1943. Some reading was done in February and perhaps March, and at least one
message was currently read in April 1943. Significant to the history of the Marshall-Dewey
affair of 1944, May 1943 seems to have been mostly dark. There were at least partial
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successes in June, July and August as the American and British codebreakers were nearing
full reconstruction of the system after the Japanese had made significant changes, perhaps
including JMA’s code book.
Of great importance, there was something that had compensated for the JMA’s blackout
periods after 1942: Purple and J-19 were being read and they carried much information that
paralleled what was on JMA, as well as much about JMA-related matters. The continued
penetration of the two systems proved critical when the chaos of Lisbon’s undercover world,
the frictions between the OSS and the American military, and the ambitions and naiveté of
Francis di Lucia began coming together in April 1943.
Back-story, Skullduggery
In mid-April 1943 the American agent Francis di Lucia sent OSS’ headquarters in the United
States a confidential report on the type of information gathered by Japan’s military (army)
attaché in Lisbon. It was quickly and proudly forwarded to the army and navy’s intelligence
branches. To the disappointment of the OSS, General George V. Strong, the commander of
army intelligence (G-2) who had always distrusted the OSS, was not impressed--or pleased.
His staff soon discovered the report paraphrased the contents of a Japanese message the army
had intercepted a few weeks previously.45 Strong worried that the OSS had broken its pledge
not to engage in codebreaking and had read that intercepted message or that a double agent
had fed the same information to both Japan’s attaché and the OSS. 46
Strong soon learned that although the OSS had established its own intercept and
codebreaking centers in New York and California in 1942, the military and FBI had convinced
President Roosevelt to have those sites turned-over to the army and navy. Roosevelt was also
convinced to order the OSS to never again try to engage in cryptanalysis.47 Fortunately for the
OSS, Carter Clarke, the army’s supervisor of its highest level codebreaking activities,
informed Strong that Donovan’s men were no longer engaged in cryptanalysis. However,
Strong mistakenly concluded that the OSS was monitoring Japanese traffic in the Pacific zone
and launched another protest.48
After Clarke’s initial report on the OSS’s activities was reviewed tensions subsided. But
Strong’s suspicions of OSS misbehavior resurfaced in May when an OSS agent in Lisbon sent
his superiors in Washington some pages that his informant Z claimed were copies of both the
original and a coded version of a message he had obtained from the Lisbon offices of Japan’s
attaches. Whether the offices were those of the military or naval or air attaché was unclear.
Expecting kudos, the pages were forwarded to military intelligence on May 20, accompanied
by an inquiry as to what further work the Lisbon agent should perform in order to continue to
help the army and the war effort.49
Immediately, there was anger, disappointment and recrimination. It did not take long for
the army to respond not with thanks but with a rejection and more than a bit of a slap-on-the11

wrist. The army’s General Frank Stoner stated the code used for the message was a minor and
an unimportant one, so trivial the army had stopped working on it and that the type of
information the system usually contained was not worth any risk to the Lisbon agent.50
That did not end the problem. The situation became critical and the army-OSS
interactions soon had the flavor of Lisbon’s amateurish spy-on-spy world. There was an
explosion after America’s codebreakers began reading Japanese messages hinting that its
radio spies had learned of the Lisbon attaché’s offices being breached—perhaps by reading
secret American transmissions about the OSS’ activities. In reaction, the American army’s
leaders fretted over the security of their nation’s codes, even more than before. They had
recently discovered their military attaché system had been penetrated by the Italians early in
the war and, through an intercepted message earlier in 1943, that the Finns and Japanese had
broken into the state departments ‘strip’ cipher system, its most secure one.51
As anxieties over the security of America’s codes worsened an extraordinary episode
began at the end of June. The Americans intercepted another startling message on the highlevel Purple / J-19 systems. Japan’s ambassador in Rome reported to Tokyo that the Italian
military attaché’s offices in Italy had learned that an American espionage agency had all
knowledge about Japan’s ministry in Lisbon and even had its codebooks. As the Allies
continued reading Japan’s Purple and J-19 messages, they intercepted a flurry of
communications between Rome, Tokyo, Madrid and Lisbon over this latest Portuguese
issue.52 Tokyo demanded to know the source of the information, the exact nature of the
violation of the Lisbon offices, the facts about what had happened, and if the offices were now
completely secure.
In response, Lisbon’s men protested and declared there had been no compromise. They
emphasized their building was physically secure and that all their Portuguese employees were
loyal. That did not satisfy Tokyo. A formal investigation was ordered to gain the specifics of
who informed the Italian attaché and exactly what codes had been stolen. Madrid was ordered
to rush an investigator to Portugal. Once there, he alienated the staff. There were threats of
resignation.
Meanwhile, Tokyo began suspecting the whole affair was just an underhanded deception
by the Americans who wanted to throw Japan off-balance. There was also a fear that the
Lisbon problem was being used to plant cribs in Japan’s messages. However, still a bit
worried that it was perhaps the JMA code that had been stolen, Tokyo’s intelligence leaders
once again demanded more facts, especially about the Italian’s source of information. In
response, they were told only that it was an “Italian in Portugal”. Such a vague description
did not satisfy anyone.
The question of the source had also become important to the Americans. They now
worried that the culprit was not Japan intercepting messages but a spy in their midst who had
told the Japanese about the OSS’ Z report and stolen messages. As a result, the United States
also began a search for that illusive ‘Italian’ and for final answers to any remaining questions
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about what was now believed to be a theft of the JMA military attaché codes through a blackbag “break-in”.
The Japanese investigators could only report that besides the Italian naval attaché there
was an Italian resident in Lisbon known to be in contact with Allied intelligence but, the
Japanese stated, he was not trusted and certainly unlikely to be able to steal any documents.
Soon, communications from Tokyo suggested the wrongdoer had been discovered: It was
FUJI, they declared! Japan’s investigators believed he had planted false rumors about the
attaché code being stolen.
With that, it was decided that the codes had been and were safe, that no codebooks
had been pilfered, the Lisbon offices had not been entered, and, once again, that all their
Portuguese employees were loyal. For Japan, the crisis was over and they had no need to find
the ‘Italian’.
But the emergency continued for the Americans who had yet to learn of Japan’s
conclusion. Carter Clarke, who had been tasked to do another and deeper investigation,
launched an intensive search. Clarke contacted the OSS in Washington. Its representatives
assured him they had not done any more codebreaking and that the organization had not
ordered any clandestine action against Japan’s offices in Lisbon. There was a caveat, however.
The OSS’s leaders admitted it did not have the records on Z who, they intimated, might have
stolen the documents on his own. Clarke remained suspicious.53 After Clarke’s inquiry at the
OSS he questioned George Kennan of the State Department’s Lisbon office who was on a
brief respite in Washington. Not much was learned and Clarke had little to report to General
Strong, his superior.
Soon, the army came to believe that while the OSS’ central office may not have
instigated the attaché-office operation one of its men in London may have more than hinted to
di Lucia that he should take such aggressive action. In addition to the army’s continued
qualms about the OSS, one respected historian believed there were also some lingering
suspicions within the army about the American State Department’s role. David Alvarez
concluded that George Kennan had approved of di Lucia’s actions when Kennan was in
Lisbon and that it was Kennan’s reporting of it to Washington on a State Department code
system being read by the Japanese that led to Japan’s apprehensions about its Lisbon office’s
security. 54
Clarke had found no definite answers concerning the role of the OSS during his second
investigation, but that did not deter him from condemning Donovan’s organization--and doing
so in the strongest language. The fiery words in Clarke’s report to his superior were soon
repeated by Strong in his July 6th message to General Marshall. After giving the facts of
Clarke’s investigation, Strong declared the OSS’ amateurish actions were leading to a
cryptologic and intelligence “catastrophe”. Strong predicted the Japanese would close-down
JMA, perhaps even Purple and J-19, leaving the Allies blind at a critical point in the war.
Strong recommended to Marshall that all the OSS’ agents in Portugal and Spain be removed
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and that the OSS be prevented from conducting secret intelligence operations in any neutral
country.55
Strong followed his letter to Marshall with one to Sir Stewart Menzies, the head of
British intelligence.56 Strong, embarrassed by the Lisbon affair and worried about the loss of
England’s trust, described the “rogue” actions by the OSS and condemned them. Menzies
replied that he already knew about the attaché problem. He forgave the Americans and then
revealed that he thought he knew who it was that let the Japanese learn of the theft.
Menzies pointed to an American employee with an Italian name who had a habit of being
an indiscrete braggart. Menzies’ description fit none other than Francis di Lucia! 57
At the same time, General Marshall was letting the White House know of his deep
worries about the safety of the Ultra and Magic secrets.58In response, President Roosevelt
signaled that all should be done to discover the facts of the Lisbon problem. Donovan had no
choice than to allow another investigation at the OSS, one directed by Col. C. R. Peck of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. This time the vital missing information on Z and the attaché office
penetration was discovered--to Donovan’s pleasant surprise. The OSS records showed there
had been no break-in, no traces of a theft had been left and no OSS personnel had been
directly involved. It was reported that two Portuguese employees in Japan’s naval and
military attachés’ offices had taken the documents, ones that were discards. Donovan’s men
also reported the OSS had always had clearance from the military and the State Department
for paying ‘assets’ to spy on their employers. Of great significance, after a check with the
army’s codebreakers, the OSS could also tell the Joint Chief’s investigators there was no
indication the Japanese had permanently stopped using any of their code systems. 59
By the end of July, Donovan’s office seemed cleared of any Lisbon wrongdoing, but
remembering Japan’s suspicions, and soon discovering there were some changes in the
Japanese codes, General Strong resumed his lobbying against the OSS. He was not very
successful. As a result, in late summer 1943 no further action was taken in America or Japan.
The ‘Lisbon problem’ appeared to have been forgotten.
The crisis did seem over. The Japanese again declared Lisbon secure and the American
military once again backed-away from its attack on the OSS, but only after cooperating with
the British to pressure Donovan to end what were called “positive operations” in Spain and
Portugal. Donovan signaled he would limit his people to counter-espionage (X-2) activities
using more discrete agents and, in essence, to have them controlled by the British in exchange
for the OSS finally having some access to the information gleaned from the Ultra readings of
Germany’s most important secret messages.
Then, there was a resurgence of concerns. In late summer 1943, although the Allies
thought Lisbon’s JMA crisis had ended, they experienced moments of deep anxiety. At the
end of July they discovered that J-19 had been closed-down. However, it took the Americans
only three months to begin reading JBA (J20/TOKI), its replacement---and they continued to
read Purple. But new and grave fears about JMA arose. JMA was partially read during
August but in September successes declined. The Allies knew that JMA was still in operation
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but sensed another round of significant changes was beginning. October saw only some
sporadic readings and November was bleak. Early December was only a little better.
Fortunately, by mid-December there was a turnaround, a major one! There are some
indications the Allies’ had overcome a change in the JMA code book but William F.
Friedman thought the agonizing near three month battle had been against a change in JMA’s
main enciphering key book.60 Whatever the technical crypto enemies of winter 1943 were,
from the beginning of 1944 to the end of the war, JMA messages were read almost as soon as
they were transmitted. That victory was due to Japan being unable to continue its frequent
alternations to JMA and to the Allies finally had both the experience and people they needed.
The British and American analysts were also aided by an increase in sloppy procedures that
provided ways to turn partly read messages into fully readable ones.
Also, by the end of 1943 the OSS was beginning to have some successes in Lisbon.
Donovan had not surrendered completely or forever to the army’s pressures to withdraw from
any covert work. The OSS continued its secret positive intelligence (SI) operations in other
neutral countries and even rebuilt a large SI office in Portugal. More important, it revitalized
its X-2 efforts against the Japanese in Lisbon. Under the direction of men such as Paul Blum,
paid informants in the attaché’s offices provided lengthy reports on day-to-day activities,
documents from wastebaskets, and stolen files, even a ciphered text or two.61 Other ‘assets’
provided full biographies of the attachés and their girlfriends—and copies of the paper tapes
of telegraph messages sent through the Portuguese communications service. 62
The results of a new round of covert operations against the Japanese in Lisbon in 1944
and the information gained through reading JMA, led to findings by the OSS that add more
twists to the Marshall-Dewey story. The Americans discovered that Japan’s standing in
Portugal had been severely damaged by its take-over of the Portuguese Island of Timor in
Southeast Asia with the result that little information was going to any attaché. Others sources
had also dried up because of frictions between Germany and Japan. The outcome, according to
the OSS, was that the Japanese attaché operation in Portugal had become just a newspaper
clipping service, something not deserving much attention.63
Front Story: Politics in Washington, Tulsa, Albany
Interest in the Lisbon affair did not end, however. Although it was more than a year after
Japan concluded that nothing untoward had happened in Lisbon JMA again became more than
a technical crypto-problem. The reappearance of JMA as a political issue occurred in late
September 1944 after General George C. Marshall heard a credible rumor that was circulating
in Washington’s higher circles, one that, if true, could endanger the war effort as well as
America’s political stability. Already distraught over leaks concerning codebreaking that had
allowed the recent American shoot-down of the plane carrying Japan’s Admiral Yamamoto,
Marshall decided to take action.64
On September 25th Colonel Carter Clarke was hastily summoned to the Washington
offices of Major General Clayton Bissell, a higher-up in army intelligence. Clarke, a rather
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gruff man who had worked his way through the ranks rather than being the product of a West
Point education, was not one to question or resist orders, no matter how strange they were.65
Bissel ordered him to go home, find some civilian clothes to wear, and to be ready to fly
across the country to Tulsa, Oklahoma. Clarke was told only that he was to deliver a top
secret letter from General Marshall to Governor Thomas E. Dewey who was on his way home
to New York after campaigning for the presidency in the West.66 Clarke was to meet with
Dewey alone, watch him open the sealed envelope and read the letter, obtain his answer, and
then return to Washington with the letter. Clarke was not told the letter was in response to
General Marshall’s fear that Dewey was about to announce that before the 1941 Pearl Harbor
debacle America had read coded Japanese messages about the impending attack and that
Dewey would perhaps demand that Franklin Roosevelt be impeached. Nor was Clarke told
that General Marshall had been considering contacting the Republican Party’s congressional
leaders about his worries over the possible Pearl Harbor revelations by Dewey or any
congressional investigations.67
Clarke learned somewhat more about his mission and why he was selected on his next
stop at the Pentagon where he was instructed to read Marshall’s letter. After viewing its
contents he realized he had been picked for the trip because he was such an important figure in
the army’s secret intelligence branch that housed the codebreaking SIS. Because of his
oversight of the Ultra and Magic systems Clarke already knew all the secrets included in what
he appreciated was an historic and dangerous communication. It revealed more than the
reading of Pearl Harbor messages. It told of the ongoing Allied successes against all the Axis
nations’ code and cipher systems, and it asked Dewey to be silent about them as well as about
the Pearl Harbor communications.
Unexplained, but vitally important to the history of the Marshall-Dewey issue, although
Clarke was privy to all the nation’s codebreaking secrets, had led the 1943 Lisbon affair
investigations, and had access to information about day-to-day operations at the SIS, he did
not make any comments about one special paragraph in Marshall’s letter. The General had
asserted that JMA had been unreadable for more than a year because of the OSS’ ineptness.
Before he left the Pentagon Clarke was informed that General Marshall’s staff had
arranged flight and other travel arrangements. He was then warned of a serious complication:
Marshall’s office had not yet found a means of contacting Governor Dewey in a way that
would keep the proposed meeting totally secret and that would ensure that Dewey would not
use Marshall’s attempt to silence him to his political advantage. Clarke was warned that after
arriving in Tulsa he might have to arrange the meeting by himself. Clarke was advised to call
Washington once he reached Oklahoma to see if any progress had been made before he
launched on his possibly surprise visit to Dewey.
After retrieving his suit of civilian clothes from storage, and having the coat and pants
pressed, Clarke rushed to Washington’s airport and began a grueling flight to Tulsa. He had
been booked on one of the regular and uncomfortable army transport runs. In Tulsa, he had to
stay in one the old hotels founded as cooperatives for homeless men. Hotel de Gink had been
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tuned into quarters for transient officers-- not a typical stop for high-status military men. It did
not even serve breakfast, nor did it have an acceptable barbershop. Clarke did not complain,
however.
Fearing that an unannounced overture to Governor Dewey might be rejected, Clarke first
contacted Roger Randolph, an intermediary known to the army. Randolph arranged a meeting
with the Tulsa oilman William Skelly, one of Dewey’s major backers and his campaign
manager. Although Clarke was unable to give details, he convinced Skelly to take the first
steps towards a meeting with Dewey before the governor left for New York. Skelly met
Clarke at Dewey’s hotel, knowing only that Clarke carried an important message. Despite
Skelly’s being close to Governor Dewey, Clarke had to wait and wait in the hotel’s lobby
before Dewey agreed to see him. There were good reasons for Dewey’s hesitation. He was
being asked to meet alone with an unknown civilian who had been reluctant to even inform
Dewey that he had been sent by General Marshall, a man well-known to Dewey. It was only
after Clarke wrote Marshall’s name on a slip of paper and sent it to Dewey’s suite in a sealed
envelope that he was allowed upstairs.
The meeting was a near disaster. Dewey read the first two paragraphs of Marshall’s letter,
put it down, and then told Clarke that he believed the letter and visit were parts of a political
ploy by Franklin Roosevelt, a man who, he said, should be removed from office. He would
read no more, he declared. He then declared he knew a gentleman like Marshall would never
order such a thing as this visit on his own.68 Dewey went much further. He stated that in any
case he would not pledge to keep secret what he already knew from other sources about the
Pearl Harbor warnings, despite being previously informed that at least two related Japanese
code systems were still in operation and being read by America’s codebreakers. Dewey had
reason to trust those who had told him about the Pearl Harbor messages and current systems.
One of his many sources was Hugh Aloysius Drum, the just retired high-ranking American
Army general who headed New York’s National Guard and who traveling with Dewey.
Another source was a fellow Republican, William ‘Wild Bill’ Donovan, the OSS’ leader.
Although angered by not being allowed to keep the copy of Marshall’s letter, Dewey was
willing to phone Marshall to discuss its contents. Clarke killed that idea. He dissuaded Dewey
from calling by saying that the meeting was so secret that nothing about it should be
mentioned on any phone. Dewey acquiesced and also relented a bit. He told Clarke that he
would be willing to meet with General Marshall or his representative the next day after he
returned to Albany, New York.
Not having permission to do anything besides report Dewey’s answer, the already tired
Clarke left Tulsa that night with only the unread letter and Dewey’s offer of a second meeting.
After only a few hours sleep, partly because he had to write his report while on the army
transport plane, Clarke was in General Marshall’s office early the next morning.69 Although
disappointed by Clarke’s statements about Dewey’s decision and fearful about the fate of the
Allies’ ‘secrets war’, Marshall decided to try again. After Clarke left his office Marshall
composed a new version of his letter. After a few hours he recalled Clark and ordered him to
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immediately fly to Albany, this time giving him permission to discuss any technical matters
with Dewey.
The nearly exhausted Clarke, again dressed in civilian clothes, reached Albany by noon
on the 28th. When he was ushered into Dewey’s office he was surprised to find the governor
had another man with him, Eliot V. Bell. Bell was a friend, political ally, and New York’s
superintendent of Banks. Sensing that Clarke was upset about having someone else in the
room, Dewey declared that he was not going to go forward on such a politically sensitive
matter unless he had a witness and be allowed to keep the copy of Marshall’s new letter.
Clarke protested both demands, he had to. After Dewey and Bell stated that America’s
codebreaking efforts, including those against Germany, were the “worst kept secret in
Washington”, implying there were no true secrets to be kept, Clarke became a bit aggressive.
He accused them of raising false issues and of smearing the reputation of General Marshall.
Although Marshall’s new letter gave room for Dewey to avoid pledging silence about any
matters he already knew about, or would learn from sources other than the letter, Dewey
remained unyielding. He refused to read more than the first paragraphs of the newest letter.
He again told Clarke that the affair still had the marks of a Roosevelt plot, especially because
it was implausible that Japan was still using the Pearl Harbor and Midway related systems
after so much information about them had leaked out. Then, for a moment, Clarke thought
Dewey was going to agree to be silent. Dewey told how in the 1930s he had convinced his old
friend Herbert O. Yardley to hold-back on publishing a second book on how Yardley’s
American Black Chamber teams had broken Japanese and other nations’ codes during the
1920s.
That was not followed by the pledge Marshall desired, however. It seemed the second
meeting was a failure and that Dewey felt free to talk publically about what he knew and
would learn of Magic (Japanese) and, perhaps, Ultra (German) intelligence. But once again
Dewey relented and indicated he might continue to read the letter if he used the telephone and
spoke directly to his friend General Marshall. Clarke was appalled and again emphasized that
phoning was too dangerous. Dewey countered, stating he had a safe and direct line, one that
was frequently checked for taps because New York’s Democratic politicians had a habit of
tapping phones and planting microphones in opponents’ offices.
This time, Clarke could not stop Dewey from making the call. After the Dewey-Marshall
phone conversation, Marshall gave Clarke permission to have Eliot Bell present and for him to
learn of the letter’s contents. Marshall also told Clarke to leave the secret letter with Governor
Dewey, if necessary. With that, Dewey and Bell began reading Marshall’s second letter.
Within a few seconds Dewey once again stated that there was no true secrecy issue. “Well, I’ll
be damned if I believe that the Japs are still using those two codes,” he said.
Clarke, now with permission to discuss all technical details responded with an answer
that would soon appear contradictory. He said the codes were still in use and very important
to the war effort. He then explained how difficult it was to close-down and replace any crypto18

system and how any major changes were so difficult to implement that all crypto-agencies
were reluctant to accept rumors about their systems being compromised.
When Dewey and Bell asked why Marshall’s letter mentioned General Eisenhower and
Winston Churchill, Carter Clarke began to tell-all. To convince the two men how critically
important secrecy was, he cited how Britain had been and still was worried about the United
States ability to keep any secret and how vital the reading of Germany’s army, navy and
intelligence agency codes was to the war in Europe –and, with emphasis, to continued BritishAmerican cooperation.70
JMA Gets a New History
JMA then entered the conversation, becoming the most vital part of Marshall’s argument.
With evident disbelief and displeasure, Dewey questioned Clarke about Marshall’s statement
that some of Donovan’s OSS people had on-their-own “instituted a secret search of the
Japanese Embassy offices in Portugal” with the result of the entire military attaché code all
over the world being changed—and with the Allied codebreakers shut-out after more than a
year of intense effort. Dewey intimated that he did not believe the OSS had committed such a
blunder as he knew many of Donovan’s men and found them better at spy games than the
military officers usually assigned to such duty, such as the ones who failed to interpret all the
warnings messages about Pearl Harbor.
Clarke immediately came to Marshall’s, and the army and navy intelligence arms’,
defense. He described how the critical messages that pointed to Peal Harbor were received
too late to be of use.
Then, Clarke asserted something that remains difficult to explain or defend: He
confirmed Marshall’s claim that the Lisbon attaché’s office had been searched, implying a
break-in, and that JMA had been dark for over a year. That incorrect and apparently selfserving statement came despite Clarke having access to all the details of the army codemen’s
work, being quite close to its leaders, including William F. Freidman, and of being involved in
the Lisbon investigations of summer 1943. While General Marshall’s assertions might be
excused by his being misinformed by his staff, Clarke’s cannot.71
Clarke’s action is more puzzling because a few months after the Albany meeting a report
for President Roosevelt that was highly critical of the OSS, and that was based on inside
information from army intelligence sources, stated that while the attempt by the OSS to “plant
some agents” inside the Japanese naval attaché’s office led to a change in a critical Japanese
code, the Allies were back to reading it within ten weeks.72 As perplexing, William Friedman
would write in his in-house lectures for young American government postwar cryptanalysts
that JMA was under full control within three months of the major change of late summer
1943.73
Governor Dewey and Eliot Bell knew nothing of those facts in September 1944 when
they told Carter Clarke they were going into a separate room to discuss Clarke’s statements
and to determine Dewey’s response to General Marshall’s letter. After close to a half-hour
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they returned and shocked Carter Clarke: Dewey told him he had no response, positive or
negative. Clarke immediately left for Washington with the devastating news. The next
morning he informed General Marshall. He, too, was dismayed. He had no way of knowing if
Dewey would endanger America’s “one great” source of information, its codebreaking
capabilities. There was no effective secrecy act that could be used to threaten Dewey and
further contacts with him might make everything public and work against the nation’s war
effort, as well as against Franklin Roosevelt. There was another reason for Marshall’s anxiety.
Although Dewey might decide to protect America’s secrets, the Republican leadership might
demand that he take advantage of anything that might help defeat Roosevelt.
Politics and Patriotism
There was something working in Marshall’s favor, but it was something that Carter Clarke
later claimed he was ashamed to have been involved with: Marshall’s letter and Clarke’s visit
put Dewey in a ‘political corner’. If Dewey publically revealed the Pearl Harbor codebreaking
he could be accused of knowingly endangering the ongoing war effort and the lives of
thousands of soldiers and sailors. Such an accusation would certainly cost Dewey the election.
Such an accusation was more than a remote possibility. Clarke later implied that someone in
Franklin Roosevelt’s political entourage, if not General Marshall, might have been willing to
state that Dewey had been informed of the consequences of revealing the codebreaking
secrets.74
There was something else that may have shaped Governor Dewey’s decision. Although
the 1944 campaign was filled with mudslinging it was more an age of gentlemen, honor, and
trust than in some later periods in America’s political history. Whatever the cause, Dewey
refrained from any mention of codes or codebreaking during the election campaign.
Carter Clarke also remained silent. His continued failure to reveal that the JMA and J19/J-20 codes were read within a few months after the 1943 Lisbon affair was determined by
his need to follow orders, the fear of contradicting Marshal’s letter, and by his adherence to
the patriot’s code. He was and remained torn because keeping silent ran against his political
inclinations. Clarke was very politically conservative. Providing Governor Dewey with
ammunition against Roosevelt fit with his politics while keeping to Marshall’s story of the
JMA disaster ran against them. Clarke never discussed why he remained quiet, but the reason
seems to have been his deep commitment to do everything possible to protect his nation’s
codebreaking and intelligence capabilities. Perhaps it was also a result his and his superiors’
dislike of the OSS.75
Clarke’s silence on the question of the why, when and how long the JMA code was
unreadable also had a serious impact on the postwar intelligence community. The description
of the supposed OSS-caused Lisbon disaster that appeared in the special new report on
Donovan’s organization that had been requested by President Roosevelt, the Park Report,
helped convince Harry Truman, Roosevelt’s successor, to end the OSS.76
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